
Abstract: In this talk, I will summarize my contributions toward designing intervention policies in
dynamic multi-agent systems (for example, pollution regulation and drug interdiction) when governments
and law enforcement bodies have limited resources. My talk is divided into three parts: In the first part, I
will describe my research on dynamic systems where some agents strategically choose the timing of their
actions. For instance, governments introduce new regulations (emission taxes, constraints on recycling) at
specific dates during the year, while firms continuously emit pollutants as a by-product of their production
process. We have developed models and solution methods to determine the optimal timing and level of
interventions (impulses) in dynamic multi-agent systems. The second part of my talk focuses on a drug
interdiction problem, where the law enforcement body, with its limited budget, removes arcs from the
network to minimize the risk associated with the flow of drugs. On the other hand, a smuggler aims to
maximize the flow of drugs in the network after observing the arc capacities and the arcs removed by the
interdictor. When an interdictor has ambiguity about the true distribution of the arc capacities, we show
that randomized interdiction strategies can perform better than deterministic interdiction plans. We have
devised a scalable and globally optimal algorithm to solve the interdictor's bilinear optimization problem. I
will conclude my talk with research questions related to decision-making under uncertainty and discuss
techniques from game theory, risk measure theory, distributionally robust optimization, and machine
learning that could be useful in answering them.
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